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Over the years,the enigmatic, suspense
creating character of the titles of our Literary 
Club Papers has intrigued and amused me. Presumably 
this has been the effect striven for by each author, 
and , in most cases, the intent has been realized. 
The denouement, I also have noticed, usually has 
occurred near the close of the reading--serving some
times as a patiently-awaited clarification; sometimes 
as a so-called punch line; and, occasionally, as the 
only bond between the title and the actual content of 
the paper. 

Tonight, in order to release you, gentle 
auditors, from the tenterhooks of suspense, I shall 
provide the riddle ' s solution at the outset. The 
"A", in "From A to 2," stands for Amsterdam; the "Z" 
is for Zurich; and March and April are the months 
during which my wife and I visited Europe earliier 
this year. Thus , if ever it was a mystery , ends the 
riddle of this evening ' s subject title. 

Although our 1974 voyage involved my twelfth trip to 
Europe , it was the first one taken at s ome time other 
than the summer months. Previously, I could get 
away for prolonged journeys only during the academic 
vacation period; on this occasion, I could and did 
arrange my calendar more freely. The choice fell in 
the late winter and early spring of the year , because 
this normally is the best time in Europe for meeting 
government officials and business executives. And I 
wished to meet a number of these as one phase of a 
proposed study of the European Economic Community or 
Common Market , for my reading on the subject here had 
provided me with more questions than with answers . 

In the event, the out-of-tourist season 
s chedule happily brought into play our serendipity. 
For it was pleasant to stay in uncrowded hotels and 
dine in leisure . And it truly was glorious to be 
able to see Meml ings, and Ten Eycks, and Van Goghs, 
and Dalis, and a magnificent Pompeiian exhibit with
out noise and fuss and shuffling and camera-clicking 
that unavoidably accompany summer ' s busloads of tour
i sts and sightseers. 
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. The concierges behind their high and mass-
lve counters were unrushed and pleasant. The taxi 
drivers were unharassed and courteous--even those in 
B€lgium, wher~ they themselves successfully have 
assumed the rlght to determine -the size of' their 
tips. And the museum attendants and guards were 
eager to share with foreign visitors the thought and 
insights that had come to them after years of close 
and often solitary companionship with great art. 
More often than not, the knowledge of those attend
ants who talked about the art in their care was 
deep, and their judgments were sophisticated. 

Perhaps because most of the guards were 
not young, and in any case to our considerable de
light, they generally disliked the obfuscation, 
grotesqueness, and absence of graphic skill that 
marks much of modern artistic effort. As one of 
them well said: "Some of this socalled art is like 
the newspaper accounts of world affairs, things just 
can ' t be as bad as they are painted . " But, fine
art oriented or not, every single guard and attend
ant , on the stroke of his noon-hour luncheon break, 
vigorously ushered every visitor out of his museum 
area. 

The off-season timing of the trip brought 
additional advantages . Although t he diplomats and 
executives with whom I wished to speak all were busy 
men, their calendars for March and April were not 
crowded with appointments to see droves of "visiting 
fireman" from the United States. As a consequence, 
the advent of a reasonably-well-informed American, 
with an understanding of and friendly interest in 
Europe and its developments, seemed to offer a not 
unwelcome break in customary office routine. Fre
quently· I was held beyond the previously-fixed 
terminal hour for the interview, and sometimes was 
i nvited to join my new acquaintance for luncheon or 
cocktails. On a few occasions, indeed, we were in
vited to dinner at an interlocuter ' s residence. 

The trip took five weeks. In this period 
we visited six countries: the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Luxembourg , West Germany, Switzerland (where, in 
Geneva, we had the great pleasure of staying with 
fellow Literary Club member Ambassador Francis L. 
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) d France, or, really, Monaco--

Dale and M~s: Dale , ~~hty_eight-year-old friend who 
where.we vlsltedh~~ ~~~n financial adviser to the 
for.flf1Y ¥~ar~f Liechtenstein and to several Popes. 
rulln~ aml y t we had been invited to take tea 
Here ln Monaco, 00, . . t d d Ke r 
with Princess Grace; but on the 7ndlca e ay, 
Serene Highness had to be in Par7s for the funeral 
of French President Georges Pompldou . 

In each country, prices were high, more 
because of local inflation than because of problems 
with the dollar. The rate of inflation has been 
faster in Western Europe than in the United States, 
and prices consequently are very high even in rela
tion to the earning power of the nationals generally. 
Nowhere was there the slightest hesitancy to accept 
proffered American currency; and nowhere, incident
ally , was there evidence of an actual shortage of 
gasoline or petrol. I say "actual shortage," be
cause there ~ posters crying about energy prob
lems and pollution: but the popular attitude seemed 
to be a mixture of irritation and amusement over the 
antics of s ome of the ecological missionaries--who 
on the Continent often are referred to as "ecolo
nuts." Many West German automobiles , indeed,,,were 
adorned with bumper stickers reading : Freie Burger 
fordern freie Fahrt ("Free citizens demand free 
driving rights"). 

Altogether, I had opportunity to speak 
for at least an hour each with more than forty high
ranking government officials, ambassadors, ministers, 
off icers of the Commission of the European Economic 
Community, professionals, bank presidents , and senior 
industrialists . I was much interested in the opin
ions of the financial and business leaders because 
their relation t o the Common Market is experiential, 
not theoretical--and their views generally were not 
clouded by wishful thinking and emotion. Here , 
then are some tentative findings that may help ex-, t f Common Ma rke t plain to Americans the current sta eo 

activity. ' . grievances 
mplalnts or Whatever . the co 0 informed person 

uttered, and ther: wer~ ~~eEu~opean Economic Comm
envisaged the demlSe o. ' on was that the present 

ity - The general Oplnl . . tegration, or of. 
un · tternof econom1c ln f t call lt, 
extent ~nd -,pa Ii the Europeans pl?e_er 0 
"harmonlzatl.On as 
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~S so ~nterwoven that l;lnravelment would be virtually 
1mposs1ble--at least v1rtually impossible short of 
the exigencies of a third world war. 

The Common Market was established by six 
countries through the Treaty of Rome in 1957, and 
joined by three additional lands in 197.3. The "Inner 
Six" were France, Italy , West Germany, and Benelux 
or Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg. The 
three newcomers in 1973 were Denmark, Ireland , and 
Great Britain. The long-range objectives were defined 
as bringing the respective populations more closely 
together, while simultaneously raising their living 
standards. Eventually, it was implied, monetary 
and political union would follow economic union; 
later, an optimistic target date of 1980 was set for 
full harmonization in all areas. 

The major overall weakness of the Common 
Market appears to have been the rapid schedule pro
jected for the achievement of European integration. 
Actual progress in the march towards the stated twin 
goals has been agonizingly slow in the eyes of the 
Common Market 's civil servants in their Brussels 
headquarters, but unrealistically fast in the opinion 
of many national government officials, large- and 
small-business men, and members of the general pub
lic. 

Short-term individual and national self
interest, political considerations and ambitions, 
varying philosophies of life, differing monetary 
theories, uneven stages of industrial and agricul
tural development, overlooked or disregarded nat
ional ramifications of international guidelines, and 
the hesitant growth of a European spirit in place of 
diverse national spirits--all these have hampered 
the crusade for European integration at the economic, 
let alone the monetary and political, levels. None
theless, the creation of a virtually tariff-free 
area with a quarter billion inha:~i tants, most of them 
accustomed to a high standard of living, unquestion
ably has furthered the economic status of all member 
countries. 

Nationalistic and political considerations 
that are at odds with the community concept have been 
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es ecially noticeable i~ France and, most recently, 
inPLaborite Great Brital.n. Here , but elsew~ere only 
to a lesser degree, the idea of even economl.C feder
ation has not had the widesprea~ appeal th~t the 
founders of the European communl.ty sy~tem l.n the ~ar
weary 1950's hoped it would have. Thl.s does not mean 
that the founders were naive; to the cont:ar¥, they 
were seasoned politicians. Rather , the dl.ffl.culty 
perhaps lies in the very circumstance that t~e. 
founders of seventeen years ago had more poll.tl.cal 
"know-how" and more political "clout" than have had 
their economics-oriented and technically-trained 
successors of the past decade or two. They not only 
knew what they wanted; they knew equally well how to 
make their knowledge effective. 

Difficulties also have arisen from the fact 
that it is the respective foreign ministries rather 
than the economics ministries that have been charged 
wi th responsi bili ty for "harmoni za tion. " Almost 
every economic step towards integration consequently 
has been taken in an ambience of international pol
itics rather than of technical economic di s cussion. 
And again, the permanent officials in the affected 
government areas, including the forei&n, economics, 
health, and welfare ministries and the central in
formation services , frequently have been lax in 
their efforts to explain and to sell the idea of in
tegration to their national constituent s . I n this 
connection, some supporters of union, who are alert 
to psychological implications, have been striving to 
persuade their compatriots to think automatically in 
terms of a European Community rather than of a 
European Economic Community. 

In France, without whose membership there 
hardly could be a European Community , the official 

·c?ld shoulder seems motivated largely by the assump
tl.on that ?uropean integration can proceed logically 
and effectl.vely, and above all in "civilized" fash
ion, only under French leadersnip. For Paris , on the 
one hand, still fears a resurgent German might ; and 
on the other, regards the British as being "not at 
all European" in philosophy, outlook, and economic 
interests. It however is my guess tha~ the British 
Government , European or not, and electl.on oratory 
notwithstanding , is not contemplating seriously a 
secession from the Common Market. 
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France is strong in her stance not alone 
because of her economic power and the grip that the 
concepts of lila belle patrie" and "la mission civil
i zatrice" still have on the French populace, but 
additionally because of the continuing centraliza
tion of political and administrative authority in 
the republic's capital. Beyond this, France,' through 
fav orable economic and cultural arrangements, success
fu l ly has maintained a position of priority among 
Wes tern countries in the former French African colon
~e s : and she rapidly is restoring her age-old special 
lnt erest and influence in the Near East . 

This Nea.r Eastern interest dates from the 
time of the Crusades in the twelfth century a.nd 
extends through the French and Turkish signing in 
the sixteenth century of history's first Christian
Mos lem treaty, through the support of Roman Catholic 
monks against Russian Orthodox priests at the Pales
tinian Holy Places in the nineteenth century (this 
rivalry having been one cause of the Crimean War), 
and through theFrench hegemony in several Near East
ern Mandates between the two World Wars . Itfuus 
perhaps is no accident that a fluent speaking know
ledge of Arabic i s widespread among French diplo
mats. Finally, in this list of French special situ
ations , more than one highly-placed Frenchman in
formed me, only half-jokingly and therefore fifty 
percent seriously, that theFrench diplomats and 
representatives to the EEC and other international 
organizations generally were of higher calibre than, 
and far superior in intellect to, their foreign 
counterpart! This , they said, made it difficult to 
get understanding of their views. 

In West Germany , where popular support of 
the European Community System perhaps is as wide
spread relatively as it is in the small Benulux 
countrie s , the presentpolitical situation has created 
another special problem for the Common Market. There 
i s much uneasiness in West Germany itself and among 
it s Western neighbors over Bonn's increasingly close 
ti es with Eastern Europe . 

The recent manifestations of Chancellor 
Wi l ly Brandt 's seeming; "softness" towards the Commu
nist Bloc and , even m;re , the openly leftist orienta-
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tion of such of his close aides as Herbert Wehner , 
Horst Ehmke , and Egon Bahr , have been an important 
factor in the growing exportation of German capital-
another factor being the currently high valuation of 
the mark in relation to the dollar. 

In the local elections recently held in 
Hesse and Hamburg , however, Brandt and his Social 
Democrat s los t heavily to more conservative groups, 
especially to the Christian Democrats . If this trend 
persists through the elections s cheduled in Lower 
Saxony i n early J une , 1974 , then there well may be a 
return to Bonn, after t he national elections of 1976 , 
of a cons ervative parliamentary majority and a con
s equent halt to the eas tward orientation. 

The interests of the large European, Amer
ican, and Japanese mUltinational corporations obvious 
l y lead them to play an important role in all EEC 
developments . Not infrequently, a particular corp
oration may strongly (and s ometimes effectively) 
support ha rmoni zation in one product area , and oppose 
it in another . On occasion, too, a multinational 
firm may find it advantageous to try to persuade two 
governments with major markets for a specific sales 
item, to harmonize their laws and regulations bilat
erally, thus making recourse to the EEC unnecessary. 

By way of specific example, there contin
ues to be an international-trade-restricting var
iance in the regulations governing the sale of 
margarine to the extensive German and l'letherlands 
markets . Mirabile dictu, this butter substitute 
may be sold in the Netherlands only in rectaneular 
cube form and packages , whereas , in West Germany , 
only a square shape is legal . It obviously is a 
nuisance and expens ive in machinery to be forced to 
make two shapes in neighboring markets. And so the 
producers, desp~ing of early Common Market action , 
are s triving for an agreement by Bonn and the Hague 
to allow the manufacture , packaging , importation, 
and saleof both square and rectangular pieces of 
margarine . 

This example is relate~ ~o another interest
ing problem. In the informed oplnlon of some observ-
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ers, the disappearance of formal tariff barriers is 
being accompanied by the continuation and prolifera
tion of non-tariff barriers, s ometimes called tech
nical obstacles to trade . It therefore is the duty 
of a separate EEC Commission division on "Standards 
and Restrictiong" to work towards the elimination of 
existing technical trade obstacles and to discourage 
the enactment of new ones. But the staff is small 
and, at present , moreover, is occupied largely with 
drafting standards for the production of motor 
v ehicles and the general protection of the environ
ment. The division ' s task is made the more difficult 
because , in many cases, identical standards for the 
nine countries are unrealistic , unnecessary , or even 
nonsensical . And so , as one hard-working official 
expressed it, traditional obstacles to trade have 
been decreasing , only to make way for "ingenious 
s econd and third generation obstacles." 

Such obstavles, which apparently number 
hundreds in all forms, may be hidden in health regu
lations, social legislation, tricky tax structures, 
quota systems, medical restrictions. service charges 
at frontier posts, preference for domestic bidders 
on public contracts , and the like. Circumstances 
have required the appointment in the division even 
of sUbcommittees of the professions, such as a den
tal subcommittee to study the equivalence of the pro
fes s ional qualifications of dentists in the member 
countries. There is the further complication of 
s etting flexible standards for the newly industrial
i zing countries, particularly the former French and 
British colonies and affiliates that now are assoc
iate members of the EEC . If they are to share in 
Common Market trade, their standards must be brought 
up to a level at least reasonably in the good in
terests of European consumers--who often are accus
tomed to products of a quality that as yet cannot be 
achieved in the developing lands. 

Seeminel y strained relations between the 
European Community and the United States recently 
have been much in the news. The problem might be 
less troublesome if the difficulties marking these 
relations clearly were the fault of one side or the 
other. This assuredly is not the case. There is 
justice on each side and, as Hegel showed , it is 
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right versus right, not right versus wrong, ~hat 
makes f or really serious conflict. The Pre~ldent.of 
the European Communities Commission, Francols-~avler 
Ortoli thou.o"ht the problem stemmed from the Clrcum
stance 'that ~entality and behavior have not caught 
up with recent events. 

The United States has been disturbed by 
the understandable efforts, particularly of France 
and Great Britain , to keep close the traditional 
economic and cultural ties with the former African 
and Asiatic colonies and the dominions. But the 
special arrangements among these developing lands 
and the members of the Common Market sometimes have 
repercussions on the foreign trade of the United 
States. Again, United States firms have been com
plaining about the higher EEC taxes on large than on 
small automobiles , claiming that this is a blatant 
example of discrimination against American manufac
turers . The answer given is that the European coun
tries always have taxed large cars more heavily than 
small ones--in part because they create more traffic 
problems in the old cities and on narrow mountain 
roads, and in part because it is assumed that the 
well-to-do who can afford to buy such imports and 
pay for the extra petrol consumption also can afford 
hiE,her taxes. 

Another example of United States-EEC 
friction , mot well-l~nown but nonetheless signifi
cant, is the urging by United States wine makers 
that all wine produced and sold in Common Markp.t 
countries be put into bottles of standard American 
size. This , i~ is claimed, especially by California 
and New York vlntners, would enlarge considerably 
the European market for United States wine. The 
forecast probably is correct; but the prospect does 
not please European wine growers and merchants who 
have been using their own distinctively shaped and 
sized bottles for centuries. 

As last example of a trouble-causing 
element, seemingly trivial by itself, we may note 
the most recent activities in Europe of some of our 
banks . These legitimately have been seeking ways 
to increase their foreign business , and in particu
lar to perform for Europe a ~ service--albeit one 



that is commonplace here . Such institutions as the 
Bank of America and the Chase- Manhattan Bank have 
been opening numerous branches i n Common Market 
countries , intended to attract and serve the small 
depositor with a variety of socalled gimmi cks that 
are wholly strange to Europe . To make matters worse, 
the branch openings have been marked by widely
advertised and , in the act , sometimes fairly noisy 
free beer-and- pretzel parties. Anyone who is acquaint
ed with German or French banking knows that such pro
cedures are anathema in the Vaterland and in la belle 
patrie! As a consequence , legislation has been 
drafted in several countries to outlaw such banking 
festivities . 

Even these few and minor examples should 
make clear the background of some of the worrisome 
talldne; that has characterized US-EEC relations . 
Hopefully, understanding will replace suspicion , and 
political ammunition will be sought elsewher e than 
in Common Market differences . Surely it is neither 
realistic nor fair for us to expect from the Euro
pean Community concessions and rights that some of 
our own fifty states do not even grant to one another 
or to the Federal Government . And there is hope , 
for , contrary to the situation during a European 
trip that we made in the summer of 197), we saw not 
a single IIYankee go hornell sign in the countries that 
we visited this year . 

In the sphere of agriculture policy , where 
the EEC countries themselves have wide divergencies . 
United States interests again complicate the picture. 
The immediate and total elimination of agricultural 
tariff barriers in 1957 or soon thereafter wouln have 
created chaos and would have imposed hardship on 
millions of European farmers . Hence , from the be
ginning, it was agreed to introduce a managed market 
only gradually. Even so, in many local agrarian 
regions , the Common Market has been denounced with 
bitterness by farmers whose immediate losses and 
suffering seem to them and their families t o be fa~ 
more important than any long-range good to the natlon 
as a whole . Thus , the centuries ' -old sheep- raising 
industry in the French Basque country has virtually 
disappeared, since the Basque shepherds cannot compete 
in the free market with the sheep raisers in other 
Common Warket countries . Time doubtless will take 
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care of this problem ; but meanwhile theunemployed 
Basque uses the polls to show how he feels about the 
precedence of a European over a national outlook. 

It would be possible , with little effort, 
to continue for several hours thi_s analysis of 
issues, such as that of equal treatment for foreign 
laborers in the Common Market , and of additional 
problems and obstacles and achievements that have 
marked and will continue to marl\: the development of 
the European Community system . But perhaps enough 
has been said to indicate that the progress towards 
economic harmonization has been substantial and is a 
continuing one. Monetary and political union , how
ever, would seem to lie far in the future . Mean
while , in my opinion at least , sympatheti c coopera
tion with the EEC by the United States Government 
and , above all , sympathetic understanding by the 
people of the United States , would do much to advance 
the peaceful civilization that Western man for so 
long has been striving to build. 

Walter C. Langsam 




